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Evaluation of possible nuclear magnetic resonance diagnostic techniques
for tokamak experiments
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~Received on 8 July 2002!

Potential applications of nuclear magnetic resonance~NMR! diagnostic techniques to tokamak
experiments are evaluated. NMR frequencies for hydrogen isotopes and low-Z nuclei in such
experiments are in the frequency range'20–200 MHz, so existing rf antennas could be used to
rotate the spin polarization and to make the NMR measurements. Our tentative conclusion is that
such measurements are possible if highly spin polarized H or3He gas sources~which exist! are used
to fuel these plasmas. In addition, NMR measurements of the surface layers of the first wall~without
plasma! may also be possible, e.g., to evaluate the inventory of tritium inside the vessel. ©2003
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1530388#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The use of nuclear magnetic resonance~NMR! for
physical, chemical and biological studies is very well dev
oped and highly successful.1–3 Modern NMR spectrometer
measure the resonances between an applied oscillatin
magnetic field and the nuclear spin states of a sample
strong dc magnetic field. The NMR frequency and spin
laxation times vary with the local electronic and molecu
environment, so NMR is used for quantitative chemic
analysis of solids, liquids, and gases. Modern NMR devi
can measure the structure ofmm-sized biological cells and
even a single quantum dot on a 10 nm scale.

As far as we know there have been no attempts to
magnetic resonance to measure the properties of plas
However, there was a significant effort starting in 1982
evaluate the properties of spin polarized nuclei in tokam
plasmas with the goal of increasing the fusion react
rate.4–6 Those articles calculated many of the relevant int
actions between nuclear spins and the fusion plasmas w
are of interest for plasma diagnostic applications. There
also an attempt to explain ion cyclotron emission in terms
spin-flip transitions.7

The present article examines some possible applicat
of NMR techniques to tokamak experiments. In gene
NMR measurements on magnetized plasmas are difficult
to their low density and to the complexity of rf wave prop
gation in plasmas. However, our tentative conclusion is t
such measurements are possible if highly spin polarized
drogen or3He gas sources~which exist! are used to fuel
these plasmas. In addition, NMR measurements of the
face layers of the first wall~without plasma! are also pos-
sible, e.g., to evaluate the inventory of tritium inside t
vessel.

a!Electronic mail: szweben@pppl.gov
1460034-6748/2003/74(3)/1460/5/$20.00
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II. NMR IN PLASMAS

A. Background

As illustrated in Table I, many low-Z nuclei have non-
zero nuclear spin and so can potentially be used for NM
measurements in tokamaks.1–3 For example, the NMR fre-
quency of a proton in a magnetic field ofB52.35 T is
f NMR52mB/h'100 MHz, wherem is the nuclear magnetic
moment of the proton. Normally only a very small fractio
Fspin'mB/kT of the nuclei contribute to the NMR interac
tion in thermal equilibrium, e.g., for a proton withm'1.4
310226J/T, Fspin'831026 at this field at room tempera
ture.

In a conventional pulsed NMR measurement, the sam
is placed in a highly uniform magnetic field of typicallyB
<10 T and an rf driver coil outside the sample applies
pulse of oscillating magnetic fieldB1 transverse toB. This
B1 pulse rotates the nuclear spins from their equilibrium
rection alongB to a transient state with their net spin
aligned transverse toB. After the driving rf field is turned
off, these spins then begin to precess aboutB at f NMR and
produce a transverse magnetic fieldB'5m0M' , where
M'5nm is the transverse magnetization,n is the net density
of nuclear spins, andm054p31027. The relaxation of
these spins back to equilibrium, called the ‘‘free inducti
decay’’ ~FID!, can be measured with a rf antenna. The ma
mum output signal is the rf voltage induced in the pick
coil

V~volts!5NAvNMRB'}~m3B2!~n/kT!, ~1!

whereN is the number of turns in the pickup coil of are
A(m2), vNMR is the NMR frequency~rad/s!, andB' is the
transverse magnetic field~T!. For example, for 1 cm3 of
liquid water at room temperature withB51 T, Fspin'4
31026, B''3.4310210T, and for coil withN510 turns at
A51024 m2 per turn, the NMR signal voltage isV
'1023 V.8 The relative signal level or ‘‘sensitivity’’ depend
0 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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1461Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 74, No. 3, March 2003 Plasma diagnostics
linearly on the sample density, linearly on the coil area,
the square ofB, and on the cube of the nuclear moment~see
Table I!.

B. Difficulties of NMR in plasmas

There are several properties of plasmas which m
NMR measurements more difficult than those on solids
liquids, for example:~1! low density and high temperature
~2! highly nonuniformB field, ~3! short ion confinement time
and ion cyclotron orbital motion, and~4! complexity of rf
wave propagation and rf ‘‘noise’’ near the NMR frequenc
The following paragraphs discuss these difficulties for
case of3He nuclei Alcator C-Mod, where the maximum
frequency of 80 MHz corresponds to a NMR resonance
B52.5 T, and where typicallyni'ne'231014cm23, Ti

'Te'2 keV.
If the nuclear spins of the plasma were in equilibrium

the room temperature, then the NMR signal for plasma p
tons at a givenB would be smaller than that for water a
room temperature by the density ratio@see Eq.~1!#, e.g., for
an ohmic Alcator C-Mod plasma roughly'@2
31014cm23)/(731022cm23)]'331029. The signal
would be another'105 times smaller if the plasma spin
were at the plasma temperature. However, it is now poss
to produce nearly 100% polarized hydrogen9 or 3He gas10

which could be used to fuel the plasma. Assuming for
moment that the plasma retains this polarization~see below!,
the resulting signal for the plasma NMR becomes larger
(1/Fspin), whereFspin'831026 for protons atB52.35 T at
room temperature. Thus the NMR signal from a fully pola
ized proton plasma would be'331029/831026'4
31024 times that from liquid water, i.e., a plasma of ar
'1 m2 would have a NMR signal comparable to'1 cm3 of
water ~which was measurable in the 1940s!.

However, the highly nonuniformB field in a toroidal
plasma presents a major difficulty, since the NMR frequen
of all species will vary as 1/R with respect to the plasm
major radiusR. Although this does allow spatial localizatio
during theB1 ‘‘drive’’ similar to that used in magnetic reso
nance imaging~MRI!, the relatively largeDB over which
these driven spins resonate will cause them to decohere
idly during the FID. For example, if aB1 pulse is applied
with D f / f '1% ~i.e.,D f '0.8 MHz witht rf'1 ms!, then the

TABLE I. Nuclear magnetic resonance parameters.

Particle Spin f NMR~MHz)a f NMR / f ci
b Sensitivityc

Hydrogen 1/2 100 2.8 1.00
Deuterium 1 15.35 0.86 0.009
Tritium 1/2 106.7 9.0 1.2
3He 1/2 76.2 3.2 0.44
6Li 1 14.7 0.82 0.009
7Li 3/2 38.9 2.5 0.29
9Be 3/2 14.1 0.89 0.014
10B 3 10.7 0.6 0.02
11B 3/2 32.1 2 0.17
13C 1/2 25.1 1.5 0.016

aAt B52.3488 T, from Ref. 1.
bFor fully ionized nuclei, equal tof NMR / f ci5(1/2)(m/mN)(Mi /M p)(1/Z).
cRelative to protons at constantB for equal number of nuclei.
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NMR resonance would occur over a widthsDB

'(DB/B)vNMR'1 MHz, resulting in a'1 ms decay time
for the FID. This broad spectrum decreases the signal/n
with respect to conventional NMR spectroscopy, which
done in a highly uniformB field ~the applied gradient in MRI
is turned off during the FID!.

Furthermore, the high speed of plasma ions also cau
broadening of the NMR resonance in plasmas. For exam
if the NMR resonance region has a radial width ofDB/B
'1 %, e.g.,DR'0.7 cm in Alcator C-Mod, the ions would
move out of the resonance region due to their poloidal m
tion with a frequencyspol'(v i /DR)(Bpol /B)'1 MHz in
Alcator C-Mod. Other broadening effects due to the finite i
gyroradius, the ion Doppler shift, and ion radial diffusio
should be small compared tospol .

Finally, another major difficulty for plasma NMR is th
complexity of rf wave propagation into and out of th
plasma. In general, the relationship between the NMR
quency and the ion cyclotron frequency is

f NMR / f ci5~1/2!~m/mN!~Mi /M p!~1/Z!, ~2!

wherem is the nuclear moment,mN is the nuclear magneton
and the ion has a chargeZ and a massMi with respect to the
proton massM p . For most casesf NMR. f ci ~Table I!, so rf
waves nearf NMR should propagate relatively well in toka
maks. However, there is also spontaneous rf emission f
the plasma which will be a ‘‘background’’ for any NMR
measurements. These issues are discussed in more de
Secs. III B and III C.

C. Nuclear spin relaxation processes in plasma

In their analysis of the possibility of spin-polarized fu
sion plasmas, Kulsrudet al.4–6 calculated various relaxation
rates for the polarization of deuterium and tritium nuclei
the core of a magnetic fusion plasma withB55 T, n
51014cm23 andT510 keV. They concluded that the cros
section for depolarization through binary collisions is sm
compared to the fusion reaction cross section, so collisio
spin relaxation should be negligible for magnetic fusion pl
mas of interest. They also showed that ionization, cha
exchange, and recombination will not significantly chan
the spin state of hydrogen isotopes in this strong magn
field; thus the net polarization of the plasma~in the absence
of other depolarization mechanisms! should retain the polar-
ization of the neutrals used to fuel the plasma. They a
showed that ion thermal and ion cyclotron motion in
sheared inhomogeneous magnetic field should cause a n
gible depolarization, even with collisions. However, when
polarized nucleus contacts the wall surface it can depola
rapidly;11 therefore the polarization will tend to decay on
particle confinement time. Thus, without direct fueling b
polarized nuclei, the plasma spins would most likely reta
the net polarization of their source, which could be the fi
wall ~for recycling species!, or the fueling source from ga
puffing, pellets, or neutral beam injection.

The only other source of nuclear spin depolarizati
identified by Kulsrudet al. is that due to internal plasm
magnetic fluctuations in the frequency ran
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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'(1/2– 2)vNMR . A rough estimate for the amount of dep
larization ratesdB for tritons due to a left circularly polar
ized wave with a mean-square amplitudedB' perpendicular
to B was:5 sdB'1/8 (dB' /B)2 vNMR . Thus forB55 T and
an assumeddB''1024 T, tritons would depolarize within
'75 ms, which is short compared with the triton partic
confinement time. Thus, if there were no other faster dec
relation mechanisms, a measurement of the decorrelation
of nuclear spins could potentially be used as a diagnostic
internal magnetic field fluctuations, assuming the gas fue
rate is faster than the internal decorrelation time.

III. NMR MEASUREMENTS ON A TOKAMAK

A tokamak is a toroidal magnetic chamber which co
tains a hot plasma used for fusion research. A typical to
mak plasma has a major radiusR51 m, a minor radius
a50.3 m, and toroidal magnetic field ofB53 T. The
plasma has a typical density ofn51014 cm23 and is made
from hydrogen or helium isotopes~H, D, T, 2He, or 3He),
but also can contain trace amounts of the first wall mate
~e.g., C, Be, B, Fe!. The toroidal magnetic field (B}1/R) is
pulsed for about 1 s every 1000 s. Since the plasma tempe
ture isT'1 keV, no material probes can be inserted into
tokamak plasma during operation.

A general scenario for NMR measurements in a tokam
is illustrated in Fig. 1. The plasma would be started as us
but would then be fueled with a highly spin-polarized ga
Just after fueling is completed, a series of rfB1 pulses of
various amplitudes would be applied through a rf anten
and after each pulse the FID would be measured by the s
~or another! rf antenna. This pulse sequence and FID m
surement would be repeated later on until the NMR respo
has diminished to nearly zero.

A. Estimate of NMR signal

For clarity, we will initially assume that the tokamak
Alcator C-Mod and that the polarized fuel is3He. The exist-
ing rf system has antennas tuned to a maximum frequenc
80 MHz, which corresponds to a3He NMR resonance atB
'2.5 T. Assuming for the moment thatall 3He ions in the
plasma have their spins rotated 90° by the rf pulse to prod
the maximum transverse magnetic field, the NMR signal
be estimated as follows~see Sec. II A!: M'5nm
'(231020m23)(2.1)(5310227J/T)52.131026 A-turn/m,
thus B'5m0M''(4p31027)(2.131026 A-turn/m)52.6
310212T and so VNMR5NA vNMRB''(0.3 m2)(5
3108 rad/s)(2.6310212T)'431024 V.

FIG. 1. Scenario for NMR measurements in a tokamak plasma.
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However, in toroidal geometry only a small fraction o
the plasma ions would be resonant with a given rf pulse
to the (1/R) toroidal field ~as usual for ion cyclotron reso
nance heating!. Assuming a rf driver pulse of durationt rf

'1 ms ~i.e., with a 1 MHz bandwidth at 80 MHz!, only the
3He nuclei withinDB/B'DR/R'1% on a vertical cylinder
at R5R0 would be resonant. ThisDR'0.7-cm-wide region
would contain'2% of the plasma ions. Since the NM
signal is proportional to the number of resonant ions,
NMR voltage at the antenna would beVNMR'(0.02)(4
31024)'1025 V. The spectrum of the FID after the rf puls
would have a bandwidth of'1 MHz due to the finiteDB
and poloidal ion motion, as discussed in Sec. II B.

Therefore it seems possible to detect the NMR respo
of a fully polarized tokamak plasma. The detected sig
could be calibrated by using a known pressure of polari
3He gas in the chamber~without a plasma!. The ‘‘tipping
angle’’ of the rotated spins could be determined by findi
the maximum response versus the rf pulse amplitude,
various pulse sequences could be tried. Fueling with po
ized 3He gas should be feasible as long as a small magn
field is applied to the gas bottle and the interactions with
tube surface are minimized by a reasonably fast flow rat

B. Estimate of noise and background levels

The main background for conventional NMR measu
ments is the thermal noise in the rf detector,Vth

5(4kTdetVDf)1/2, wherek is Boltzman’s constant,Tdet is the
detector temperature~K!, V is the detector resistance~ohms!,
andD f is the signal bandwidth~Hz!. Thus for a rf antenna a
room temperature with a resistance ofV550 V, the thermal
noise for a bandwidth of 1 MHz isVth'1026 V, which is
about 0.1 times the expected NMR signal. This noise leve
unusually large for NMR measurements due to the la
bandwidth of the plasma NMR signal compared with that
liquids or solids.

Another source of noise would be the ‘‘ion cyclotro
emission’’~ICE! normally seen as rf emission from tokama
at harmonics ofvci .

7,12 This noise level would need to b
measured on each machine, but for the Joint European T
~JET! it was typically 280 dBm in the absence of fusio
products~as would be the case for3He in Alcator!. For an
antenna ofR550V this would produce a noise voltage o
VICE'231025 V, which is about twice the expected NMR
signal. Therefore ICE emission could be a significant no
source.

Another background in these plasma NMR measu
ments would be the low-Z nuclei on the first wall surface
within the range of radii at the resonantB field. Although the
number of3He nuclei on the surface would be negligibl
there would be a NMR resonance with H nuclei at a rad
0.76 times that at which the3He resonate~see Table I!. As-
suming'104 monolayers of H on the first wall, the surfac
density would be'1020atoms/cm2, of which only a small
fraction Fspin'1025 would be polarized at room tempera
ture. Thus the number of nuclei per cm2 of wall surface
would be'1014cm22, whereas the density of resonant3He
nuclei in the plasma would be'(231014cm23)(50/cm)
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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'1016 atoms/cm2, i.e., the plasma signal should be'100
times this background. Note that the D resonance would
outside the machine since its NMR frequency is so low~see
Table I!.

C. Propagation of rf and NMR signal

It is well known that rf waves can propagate from ante
nas to the plasma center at frequencies well above the
cyclotron frequencyvci , so these waves should be able
penetrate to the plasma center to rotate the nuclear spin
larization. However, these fast Alfven waves normally ha
only a small component of polarization in the direction p
pendicular toB ~which is needed to rotate the nuclear pola
ization of 3He), although this would probably be sufficie
given the large rf power available in existing tokamak e
periments ~'1–10 MW!. Due to the complexity of this
propagation the magnitude of these waves cannot be a
rately predicted, therefore the rf pulse amplitude would ha
to be varied in order to calibrate the angle of spin tippi
~see Fig. 1!. Similarly, the small fluctuating magnetic field
caused by the nuclear precession during the FID inside
plasma center should be able to propagate to the rf ante
to be detected. This would most likely occur through t
conversion to fast Alfven waves near the center, although
efficiency of this process is not well known.

D. Magnetic field fluctuation measurement

Perhaps the most interesting NMR application to a to
mak would be a measurement of the internal magnetic fi
fluctuations. As noted in Sec. II C, transverse magnetic fi
fluctuationsdB' in the NMR frequency range are the mo
likely source of nuclear depolarization inside a hot plasm
thus if the decay time of the spin polarization can be m
sured, then this might be used to inferdB' . However, since
the nuclei in a tokamak circulate rapidly around a flux s
face, this would measure the averagedB' over the3He ion
orbits, rather than its local value at the NMR resonance.

In principal, this spin decorrelation time could be me
sured as a function of minor radius~by varying the applied rf
frequency or bandwidth!, or as a function of the fluctuation
frequency at a given radius using different species, e.g
for low and T for high frequency waves. The frequency sp
trum of thisdB' measurement might also be ‘‘fine tuned’’ b
varying the parallel wave number of the rf driving wave
thus varying the effective NMR frequency.5 The response o
the net polarization to a knowndB' could be calibrated by
introducing known rf waves via the external antennas;
fact, the NMR measurement process itself should produc
few-% depolarization per rf pulse, equal to the fraction
resonant spins in the plasma.

However, it should be noted that a plasma magnetic fl
tuation level of'1024 T would be'108 times larger than
the fluctuating magnetic field expected from the nuclear s
precession~see Sec. III A!. Thus the fluctuating plasma mag
netic fields could potentially be a large source of backgrou
in these experiments. It is somewhat surprising that th
plasma fluctuations are not already detected at the rf an
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nas as ICE; perhaps this is due to their relatively short
herence length compared to the rf wavelength.

E. Species measurement

One of the main uses of NMR in solids and liquids is
identify the chemical composition of samplesvia the spec-
trum of the NMR response. It would be useful if NMR cou
be used to measure the H/D/T species mix and low-Z impu-
rity content of the plasma. However, the large variation
magnetic field across the plasma causes the NMR resona
of several species to overlap, e.g., at a given NMR freque
the H resonance would be at a radius 1.06 larger than th
resonance. Also, each of these species would probably n
to be highly polarized to be measurable. Thus it does
seem feasible to use NMR to determine the species mix
side the plasma in a tokamak~however, this technique migh
be usable in a linear plasma device with a uniformB!.

F. Surface measurements „without plasma …

NMR techniques could potentially be used to meas
the surface composition of the first wall in the absence
plasma. These surface layers are typically composed
'10–100-mm-thick coatings of low-Z elements, several o
which have NMR responses~see Table I!, e.g., tritium, Li,
Be, and B. This measurement could use the near fields f
the normal rf antennas, or specially designed rf drive/pick
coils positioned using a remotely controlled arm inside
vessel. These fields should fully penetrate these coat
since the rf skin depths at 100 MHz are'50 mm in stainless
steel and 2 mm in carbon. The NMR signal levels would
'100 times lower than for a fully polarized plasma~see Sec.
III B !; however, the noise from ICE would be absent, and
NMR pulse could be repeated many times during a toroi
field pulse to increase the signal-to-noise level.

A special application of this measurement could be u
to evaluate the tritium inventory inside a fusion device li
JET or the International Thermonuclear Experimental Re
tor. Tritium has the largest magnetic moment of any nucle
and tritium levels as low as 0.1 m Ci have been measu
using NMR.13 This technique could potentially scan overR
by varying B, and could be calibrated using known tritium
gas concentrations in the vessel. It might also be possibl
use the nearly constant vertical field instead of the toroi
field for such measurements. Wall samples could also be
moved from the chamber for analysis in a conventio
NMR spectrometer.
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